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Abstract
A three-dimensional molecular dynamics simulation is performed to
study atomic force microscopy cutting on silicon monocrystal surface.
The displacive phase transformation from the four-coordinated
diamond cubic phase to the six-coordinated β-silicon phase is observed
due to localized high pressure. During phase transformation, atoms are of
high potential and temperature, and the values of pressure and
temperature are in good agreement with those according to the phase
diagram.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

Interest is rising in processing directly the material surface
by means of an atomic force microscope (AFM)-based
lithographic technique [1–3], with the significant advantage
of fabrication resolution extending to a nanometre regime.
However, an open question is still the nature of the deformation
mechanism of the atomic scale. Molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations may trace the dynamic behaviour of atoms and,
therefore, shed light on the understanding of the underlying
deformation mechanism at the atomic scale.

Some experimental studies revealed the phase transforma-
tion of silicon from a diamond- to a β- structure [4–7]. The
metallic properties of β-silicon have been inferred by the fall in
the resistivity of silicon by a few orders of magnitude during
indentation. By applying ex situ transmission electron mi-
croscopy (TEM) and micro-Raman spectroscopy to examine
the behaviour of silicon, Mann et al [6] observed the contact
resistance to be low because of the presence of the metallic
β- phase silicon during nanoindentation loading, whereas the
semimetallic phase and the rhombohedral phase are formed
during unloading. Lorenz [7] and Kailer et al [8] studied
phase transformation of silicon with TEM and showed that
metallic β- silicon is produced near the interface between the
diamond indenter and silicon. The experimental results have
provided us with a wealth of information and credible basis

for further studies in phase transformation. Unfortunately,
the experimental picture cannot display the atomic process in-
volved in phase transformation. The MD approach has been
applied to study various dynamic deformation processes on
the atomic scale, e.g. indentation, adhesion, friction, surface
defect and cutting [9, 10].

Cheong and Zhang [11] studied the phase transformation
in silicon monocrystals via MD. Two kinds of structural
transition exist, i.e. from diamond to a tetragonal-body-centre
structure upon the loading of the indenter, and then from
a tetragonal-body-centre to an amorphous structure upon
unloading. However, the physical and mechanical behaviours
during the phase transformation are unknown.

In this paper, a MD simulation under the canonical
ensemble (NVT) is applied to study the phase transformation of
monocrystal silicon during the cutting process. The motivation
for the work is to understand the phase transition in silicon
during cutting process and to give a comparison with that of
indentation also by MD simulation. Special attention is paid
to the deformation, temperature, pressure and energy variation
of phase transformation. The plan of the paper is as follows:
in the next section the details of the simulation method will be
described; in section 3 the simulation results and discussion
are presented and finally the conclusion will be drawn in
section 4.
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Figure 1. MD simulation model of a silicon monocrystal and a
diamond pin tool. The size of workpiece silicon is
20 × 20 × 12 nm3. The silicon crystal orientation is x[100], y[010],
z[001]. The cutting velocity of pin tool is 110 m s−1.

2. Computation and modelling

2.1. Initial model

In the current simulation, a workpiece and a pin tool are
assumed to consist of a monocrystalline silicon and a rigid
diamond, respectively, as shown in figure 1. The dimensions
of the silicon workpiece are constructed sufficiently large to
eliminate boundary effects. According to the simulations
of Fang et al [12], the size of a workpiece which is 20 ×
20 × 12× nm3 along x, y and z directions is enough. The
diamond tool has a 60 ◦ tool angle with a tip radius of 3.4 Å.
The workpiece is made up of 38400 silicon atoms and the
tool is made of 1945 carbon atoms. The periodic boundary
condition [13] is used in the transverse x direction and one layer
of atoms on the left and three layers of atoms on the bottom
sides of silicon are fixed in space. The pin tool is moved on
the silicon surface (001) along the negative y direction [01̄0].

2.2. Interatomic potentials

There are several categories of the existing potential models for
silicon, e.g. the Tersoff type [14,15] and the Stillinger–Weber
two- and three-body potentials [16]. The Tersoff potential has
been widely used in MD simulation.

For covalent silicon, bond strength and the directionality
of bond are important. The Tersoff potential can well describe
the properties of silicon–silicon and carbon–carbon and give
reliable results of simulation. Hence, the Tersoff potential is
selected in our work to indicate the interaction between silicon
atoms [14, 15].

The interaction between the silicon atoms and the diamond
pin tool atoms is modelled by the Morse potential [11] given by

φ(rij ) = λ1D[exp(−2λ2α(rij −r0))−2 exp(−λ2α(rij −r0))],
(1)

where parameters such as D, α and r0 are shown in table 1.

Table 1. Parameters in Morse potential.

Parameters C–Si

D (eV) 0.435
α (nm−1) 46.487
r0 0.194 75
λ1 1
λ2 1

2.3. Temperature condition and loading method

Initial velocities of atoms are specified based on the
Maxwellian distribution corresponding to a given temperature,
T0 = 30 K, and the magnitudes may be adjusted so as to keep
constant temperature in the system according to
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where vi is the velocity of atom i, T0 is a specified temperature,
κB is Boltzmann’s constant and N is the number of atoms
of workpiece in which fixed atoms are excluded [12]. The
time integration of motion is performed by the fifth Gear’s
predictor–corrector method [17], time step �t = 1.0 fs.

3. Results and discussion

The simulation system consists of a silicon workpiece and a
diamond tool. The experiment shows that the silicon hardness
is of 9.3 GPa [18] and of diamond is 78.96 GPa [19]; one can
assume that the diamond tip does not deform in the process of
cutting the workpiece surface. After 4000 MD steps relaxation
with the environment temperature 30 K, a stable structure of
workpiece is obtained. And the pin tool begins to cut along the
−Y direction [01̄0] with velocity 110 m s−1. It is noted that
the cutting speed is unrealistically high in comparison with
AFM experiments. However, the previous results [13, 20, 21]
confirmed a little difference in the deformation characteristics
such as the surface quality between 20 and 200 m s−1 cutting
speed. The depth of the diamond tip plunging into the silicon
workpiece is 2 nm which is similar to that used by Fang et al
[12]. Some simulation results and analysis are shown as
follows.

3.1. Analysis of phase transition of the atomic scale

The progress of the tool at 20 ps intervals is shown in
figures 2(a)–(d). The pile-up of scribing material on two sides
is observed and a wedge-shaped chip is formed at 20000 steps
or 20 ps. The side flow is also formed on the two sides of the pin
tool and the height of the side flow can be measured. Dripping
of the chip atoms from the workpiece is seen in figure 2(d).

Figure 3 shows a typical silicon atom with a series of
structure evolutions. In the undeformed state, silicon atom is of
four-coordinate nearest neighbours. With small deformation,
silicon atom maintains four coordinate neighbours having a
flattening structure. As the silicon atoms experience the
displacive phase transition, five-coordinate and six-coordinate
crystal structures appear. Figures 3(a) and (b) display the initial
and deformed four-coordinate diamond atomic structure.
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Figure 2. MD analysis at each interaction between workpiece and
pin tool. A couple of snapshots show views from above and behind.
(a) 20000 MD steps; (b) 40000 MD steps; (c) 60000 MD steps and
(d) 80000 MD steps.

Figures 3(c) and (d) show the process of phase transformation
at the atomic scale. As an investigation into the nature of the
phase transformation, the bond length distributions of atoms
is calculated. The results of these calculations are shown in

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3. Diagram of atomic structure. (a) Tetrahedron before
cutting, (b) deformation tetrahedron on cutting, (c) atomic structure
of five coordinate during phase transition and (d) deformation β−
silicon structure.

figures 4(a) and (b). In the initial state, the bond number
with a length of 2.35 Å is up to maximum, and after phase
transformation the bond number with a length of 2.58 Å is
up to local maximum. This indicates that during the cutting
the average atomic distance among atoms that have undergone
transformation changed from 2.35 Å (diamond cubic structure)
to 2.43 and 2.58 Å (β-silicon structure). Cheong and Zhang
[11] performed a MD simulation with the Tersoff potential and
studied phase transformation in silicon monocrystals under
indentation and reported a similar result of bond number
versus bond length distribution. They also calculated the
maximum hydrostatic pressure 12 GPa attained during phase
transformation. The MD simulation result is supported by
some experimental studies [20–22]; phase transformation
in silicon from its normal, diamond cubic structure to β−
structure will take place under pressure in the range 11–13 GPa.

As a further study of the nature of phase transformation
in silicon during cutting, a phase diagram analysis should be
given. Both the virial pressure and temperature within the
phase transformation zone under the pin tool are calculated,
and the zone is constructed around the pin tool and the distance
from the tool is within 1.2 nm.

Figure 5 shows the pressure distributions versus MD steps
within the phase transition zone. The curve is not smooth
and the value of pressure varies significantly. Two reasons
are responsible for this result. First, the phase transformation
zone under pin tool is changed continuously due to the pin
tool moving forward with high velocity; second, the phase
transformation causes a great change in both the atomic
structure and pressure. As it is about 18000 MD steps, the
local average pressure may reach 12.4 GPa, which is in good
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4. The number of bond versus the length of bond. (a) Start
of cutting and (b) the end of cutting.

Figure 5. Pressure distribution versus MD steps.

agreement with that of [11]. The pressure P is calculated
according to equation (3) without numerical artefacts [23]. The
curve of pressure can be a reproducible result for a given initial
condition and scanning speed:

P = 2Nl〈Ek〉/3Vl +

〈 ∑
i<j

Fij rij

〉/
3Vl, (3)

Figure 6. Comparison of temperature at the phase transformation
zone under the pin tool with that of the workpiece.

Figure 7. Temperature–pressure diagram of Si in stable and
metastable crystalline and amorphous states.

where Nl and Vl are the atom number and volume of local
zone, Ek is the kinetic energy per atom, Fij and rij are the
interaction force and distance between atoms i and j , and 〈 〉
denotes statistical averaging over all simulation time. Based on
equation (4), the local temperature can be calculated [24, 25],
the curve of local temperature is drawn in figure 6, and it is
about 600 K at 18000 MD steps:

T =
〈 N∑

i=1

miv
2
i

〉/
3NκB, (4)

where κB is the Boltzmann constant and N is the atom number.
mi and vi are the ith atom mass and velocity, respectively.

Deb and his colleagues [26] studied silicon transition
under high pressure with Raman spectroscopy measurements
and energy-dispersive x-ray diffraction. Based on the
experimental result, the temperature–pressure diagram of
silicon in stable and metastable crystalline and amorphous
states is calculated, and the phase diagram is shown in figure 7
[26]. Combining figures 5–7 we conclude that the phase
transition occurs with a structure change from four-coordinate
nearest neighbours in the diamond cubic structural to one with
six-coordinate nearest neighbours in the β-silicon structure.

The relation of the number of atoms with the different
coordinates nearest neighbours versus time is shown in figure 8.
At initial 4000 MD steps relaxation, no atomic phase transition
occurs. On cutting, a few silicon atoms are changed from its
diamond structure to a β-silicon structure gradually. More
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Figure 8. Number of atoms with specified nearest number of
neighbours against time.

Figure 9. Potential energy evolution versus time.

silicon atoms display phase transition as the tool is in progress.
The number of atoms with five-coordinate nearest neighbours
is the most, and the number of atoms with three-coordinate
nearest neighbours is the least. During the cutting process, the
sample is in the state of compress. Some silicon atoms with
three-coordinate neighbours are due to the surface effect. This
implies that in the displacive phase transition process, some
silicon atoms are in the flattening tetrahedron of the diamond
structure, some silicon atoms complete the phase transition
and are in the β-silicon structure and more atoms are in the
transition state.

The potential energy variation is shown in figure 9. At
the initial 6000 MD steps, both workpiece and pin tool are in
the separation state, as shown in figure 1; the potential energy
is zero. From 6000 to 18000 MD steps, the potential energy
varies very much, and during this period of time, the cutting
process is just started, especially for the number of atoms with
three-coordinate, five-coordinate and six-coordinate nearest

coordinates. After 18000 steps, the potential energy curves
are relatively smooth, indicative of a stable state of cutting
process. After about 60000 steps, the potential energy for
four-coordinate nearest neighbours is increased because the
pin tool is ready to leave the workpiece.

The number of atoms with four-coordinate neighbours
is subjected to small deformation; its mean potential energy
per atom is about −4.65 eV, lower than that of other potential
energy curves. The mean potential energy of number of atoms
with three-coordinate neighbours is of the maximum energy,
up to −2.8 eV. The potential energy of β− silicon structure
is about −3.7 eV, far bigger than that of its original diamond
structure. This result implies that a silicon atom in the β-
structure state is unstable than that in the diamond structure.
And one can deduce that it is not easy for a silicon atom of
diamond structure undergo a phase transition to a β-silicon
except under conditions of high pressure or high temperature.

4. Conclusion

MD simulations are carried out in order to understand the
atomic scale mechanism of pin tool cutting on a semiconductor
silicon. Some interesting conclusions are drawn as follows.

(1) By applying both the Tersoff and the Morse potentials, the
MD simulation of a diamond pin tool cutting on the silicon
workpiece is carried out. The displacive phase transition
is observed. As the local temperature is up to 600 K,
the high local temperature and pressure can induce the
occurrence of phase transition, and the values of pressure
and temperature match the analysis of phase diagram. The
simulation results of this work provide future experiments
with a valuable reference, the local phase transition occurs
under the pin tool during cutting.

(2) During phase transition, the form of diamond silicon is
changed into a β-silicon form with high potential energy.
And the local temperature during the process of phase
transition is higher than the original one.

(3) No dislocation is generated for simple crystal silicon
during cutting. This is due to the presence of phase
transition which prevents from dislocation generation.

From this work, one can learn that when the tip is scanned with
a constant load, local phase transition may occurs. It implies
that the evolution of local structure at the atomic scale may lead
to a change in the material behaviour. It can provide valuable
reference for future application.
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